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This is a mod that has been created mainly for Dark Souls, Soul Caliber and any other hack-n-slash game. This mod contains 1 follower with it's own attack method, 4 attributes, 5 wisdom and you get to use both weapons. This mod also features an
incredibly easy walk, dodging, easy construction, fast and accurate shooting, a fast attack, a fast craft skill and much more. I decided to make this mod since a lot of great mods are created around these games and the ones I have read are ridiculously hard
to setup and use. Dark souls not currently supported but you can contact me to request if you wish. We have added the dark souls achievement to the menu on the start of the game, so you can see what achievements you have already completed without
having to dig through the achievements. Download The Alternate version is available here Currently this is still in the public beta phase, if anyone has any problems with it feel free to let me know. Thank you in advance, it was a great pleasure to make this

mod. The Alternate version is available here It has the same features and layout as the vanilla version but it includes all the extra spells and attributes. It does not have a crafting menu and the only spells are Soul Link, Hagan's Gate and Stormbringer. It also
has a new menu and several new sounds and a few other changes. Please tell me what you think. Installer for Project-M Cyberpunk 2077 When you launch the installer, please put in the code: -mixing In Progress- Contact me at: I would also like to personally

thank you for contacting me and allowing me to create this mod for you. The people who contact me to request help and want mods to download from my profile are the ones who I consider to be the top mods. I hope that makes you feel a bit better. The
Alternate version is available here it has the same features and layout as the vanilla version but it includes all the extra spells and attributes. It
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How to get color from specific checkboxes in an array of checkboxes I am
creating a form using arrays in PHP and have this form: Option 1 Option 2

Option 3 Option 4 Option 5 I would like to keep track of the checked
options and record the colors for each option. For instance, if one, two, or

all options are checked, I want to get their colors and set the'red' and
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'green' variables to the corresponding colors for each option selected. If
nothing is checked, I want to set the'red' variable to green and '
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